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Abstract: Photoelectron spectroscopy is combined with ab initio calculations to elucidate the structure
and chemical bonding of a series of MAl6- (M ) Li, Na, K, Cu, and Au) bimetallic clusters. Well-resolved
photoelectron spectra were obtained for MAl6- (M ) Li, Na, Cu, and Au) at several photon energies. The
ab initio calculations showed that all of the MAl6- clusters can be viewed as an M+ cation interacting with
an Al62- dianion. Al62- was found to possess an Oh ground-state structure, and all of the MAl6- clusters
possess a C3v ground-state structure derived from the Oh Al62-. Careful comparison between the
photoelectron spectral features and the ab initio one-electron detachment energies allows us to establish
firmly the C3v ground-state structures for the MAl6- clusters. A detailed molecular orbital (MO) analysis is
conducted for Al62- and compared with Al3-. It was shown that Al62- can be considered as the fusion of
two Al3- units. We further found that the preferred occupation of those MOs derived from the sums of the
empty 2e′ MOs of Al3-, rather than those derived from the differences between the occupied 2a1′ and 2a2′′
MOs of Al3-, provides the key bonding interactions for the fusion of the two Al3- into Al62-. Because there
are only four bonding MOs (one π and three σ MOs), an analysis of resonance structures was performed
for the Oh Al62-. It is shown that every face of the Al62- octahedron still possesses both π- and σ-aromaticity,
analogous to Al3-, and that in fact Al62- can be viewed to possess three-dimensional π- and σ-aromaticity
with a large resonance stabilization.

Introduction

Small Al-based clusters have become a rich area of research
in cluster physics and chemistry. The relatively simple electronic
structure of Al has allowed numerous experimental and theoreti-
cal efforts to tailor the geometrical and electronic structures of
small Al-based clusters by doping heteroatoms1-23 and to

explore novel chemical bonding in these small clusters.24 Among
interesting recent developments, pentaatomic tetracoordinate
planar carbon25-29 and all-metal aromaticity (bothσ- and
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π-aromaticity)30-33 have been discovered in small Al-based
clusters. The all-metal aromatic clusters consist of X4

2- units
(X ) group 13 elements), and they have been found in
organogallium compounds as key structural units.33,34 The
isovalent and isosteric Hg4

6- units existing in ancient amalgams
have also been considered to possess similar aromatic charac-
teristics.35 However, the question remains if the X4

2- aromatic
units can be incorporated into “sandwich”-type complexes or
if they would fuse together to form large clusters without ligand
protections. More recently, two of the current authors reported
theoretical evidence of bothσ- andπ-aromaticity in even smaller
X3

- species (X) B, Al, Ga).36 It was also found that the
structural and electronic integrity of the Al3

- anion is maintained
inside a Na+Al3

- salt molecule, analogous to the X4
2-Na+

2 or
Hg4

6-Na+
6 species. The Al3

- anion is certainly among the
smallest inorganic aromatic molecules possessing bothπ- and
σ-aromaticity and provides an excellent opportunity to address
the issue of what happens when two such aromatic units are
brought together to form Al6

2-.
However, as a doubly charged anion, Al6

2- is expected to be
unstable in the gas phase due to intracluster Coulomb repulsion.
To prepare it experimentally, at least one counterion is required
to stabilize it in the form of M+[Al 6

2-] (MAl 6
-), which would

also be convenient for mass analyses and photodetachment
experiments. In this article, we report a combined photoelectron
spectroscopy (PES) and ab initio study on a series of MAl6

-

species (M ) Li, Na, K, Cu, and Au). As we showed
previously,24-31 combining PES and ab initio calculations is a
powerful means to obtain detailed information about the
structure and bonding of novel gaseous clusters. In the current
experiment, well-resolved PES data were obtained at three
photon energies. The experimental results were compared with
the ab initio calculations, allowing the structural and electronic
properties of Al62- and M+[Al 6

2-] to be well characterized.
Furthermore, through detailed MO analyses, we were able to
understand the structures and MOs of Al6

2- in terms of the
fusion of two Al3- units and explore three-dimensionalπ- and
σ-aromaticity in MAl6- and Al62-.

Experimental Method

The experiment was carried out using a magnetic-bottle time-of-
flight PES apparatus equipped with a laser vaporization supersonic
cluster source, the details of which have been described previously.37,38

Briefly, the MAl6- (X ) Li, Na, Cu, and Au) anions were produced
by laser vaporization of appropriate aluminum-mixed targets in the
presence of a helium carrier gas. The targets were made by compressing
a mixture of either M2CO3 (M ) Li and Na) compound powder or
pure M (M ) Cu and Au) powder with an aluminum powder at the
appropriate molar ratios. Various clusters were produced from the
cluster source for each target and were mass analyzed using a time-

of-flight mass spectrometer. In each experiment, the MAl6
- species

was mass-selected and decelerated before being photodetached. Three
detachment photon energies were used in the current experiment: 355
nm (3.496 eV), 266 nm (4.661 eV), and 193 nm (6.424 eV).
Photoelectrons were collected at nearly 100% efficiency by the magnetic
bottle and analyzed in a 3.5 m long electron flight tube. The
photoelectron spectra were calibrated using the known spectrum of Rh-,
and the resolution of the apparatus was better than 30 meV for 1 eV
electrons.

Computational Methods

We performed ab initio calculations on a wide variety of structures
for Al6

2- and MAl6- (M ) Li, Na, K, and Cu) to search for the global
minimum. We initially optimized geometries and calculated frequencies
of Al 6

2- and MAl6- using analytical gradients with polarized split-
valence basis sets (6-311+G*)39-41 and a hybrid method known in the
literature as B3LYP.42-44 Two of the most stable structures of Al6

2-

and LiAl6- were further optimized using the quadratic configuration
interaction method [QCISD]45 with the 6-311+G* basis sets. The
energies of the most stable structures were then refined using the
coupled-cluster method [CCSD(T)]46-48 and the more extended 6-311+G-
(2df) basis sets. The vertical electron detachment energies (VDEs) for
MAl 6

- (M ) Li, Na, K, and Cu) were calculated using the outer valence
Green Function method49-53 [OVGF/6-311+G(2df)] and B3LYP/6-
311+G* geometries. Core electrons were kept frozen in treating the
electron correlation at the CCSD(T) and the OVGF levels of theory.
All calculations were performed using the Gaussian 98 program.54

Molecular orbitals for Al3-, Al6
2-, NaAl6-, and CuAl6- were calculated

at the RHF/6-311+G* level of theory. All MO pictures were made
using the MOLDEN 3.4 program.55 AuAl6

- was not calculated in the
present study due to the strong relativistic effects anticipated for Au.
However, its structure is expected to be similar to that of CuAl6

-, as
is evident in their similar PES spectra (see below). KAl6

- was included
here to facilitate comparisons with previous theoretical studies, although
it was expected to be similar to LiAl6

- and NaAl6-.

Experimental Results

The PES spectra of MAl6
- (X ) Li, Na, Cu, and Au) at three

photon energies are shown in Figures 1 and 2. The observed
electronic transitions are labeled with letters, and the vertical
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lines in the 355 nm spectra represent resolved vibrational
structures. All of the obtained electronic binding energies and
vibrational frequencies are collected in Table 1, where they are
compared with ab initio calculations.

LiAl 6
-. The 355 nm spectrum of LiAl6

- revealed a relatively
broad ground-state transition X with a VDE of 2.55 eV (Figure
1a). This band contained discernible fine features, but they were
not well resolved, probably due to the excitation of more than

one vibrational mode upon photodetachment. Because no clean
vibrational structures were observed for the ground-state transi-
tion, the adiabatic detachment energy (ADE) of LiAl6

- or the
electron affinity (EA) of LiAl6 was evaluated by drawing a
straight line at the leading edge of the X band and adding a
constant to the intersection with the binding energy axis to take
into account the instrumental resolution. The relatively sharp
onset of the X band defines a fairly accurate ADE of 2.43 eV
for LiAl 6

-, which also represents the EA of the corresponding

Table 1. Observed Vertical and Adiabatic Detachment Energies (VDEs and ADEs) in eV, Vibrational Frequencies in cm-1, and ab Initio
VDEs in eV for MAl6- (M ) Li, Na, K, Cu, and Au)

C2v C3v

species MO VDE (theo)a MO VDE (theo)a

obs
feature

VDE
(exp)b

ADE
(exp)b

vib. freq
(exp)b

LiAl 6
- 5a1 2.39 (0.86) 3e 2.47 (0.87) X 2.55 (5) 2.43 (4)d

[2.39 (0.86)]c

2b1 2.42 (0.87)
[2.41 (0.87)]

4a1 2.81 (0.86) 4a1 2.55 (0.87) A 2.70 (3)
[2.83 (0.87)]

3a1 3.08 (0.86) 3a1 2.93 (0.87) B 3.07 (2) 3.07 (2) 270 (50)
[3.10 (0.86)]

2b2 3.62 (0.85) 2e 3.53 (0.86) C 3.58 (4) 3.49 (5)
[3.61 (0.86)]

1a2 3.67 (0.85)
[3.63 (0.85)]

NaAl6- 5a1 2.22 (0.86) 3e 2.31 (0.86) X 2.40 (5) 2.28 (4)d

2b1 2.24 (0.86)
4a1 2.69 (0.86) 4a1 2.32 (0.87) A 2.55 (8)
3a1 2.94 (0.86) 3a1 2.81 (0.87) B 2.97 (3) 2.97 (3)
2b2 3.42 (0.85) 2e 3.39 (0.86) C 3.46 (5) 3.36 (5)
1a2 3.63 (0.85)

KAl 6
- 5a1 1.89 (0.87) 4a1 2.00 (0.87)

2b1 2.01 (0.87) 3e 2.08 (0.87)
4a1 2.52 (0.86)
3a1 2.44 (0.88) 3a1 2.59 (0.87)
2b2 3.25 (0.85) 2e 3.16 (0.86)
1a2 3.40 (0.85)

CuAl6- 3b1 2.74 (0.87) 5e 2.74 (0.87) X 2.80-2.95e 2.77 (3)d

7a1 2.89 (0.87) A 2.80-2.95e

6a1 3.04 (0.87) 5a1 2.98 (0.87) B 3.14 (2) 3.14 (2) 240 (50)
5a1 3.36 (0.87) 4a1 3.29 (0.87) C 3.55 (3) 3.46 (5)
3b2 3.75 (0.86) 4e 3.81 (0.87) C′ 3.80 (3) 3.71 (4)
2a2 3.80 (0.87)

AuAl6
- X 2.83 (3) 2.83 (3)d

A 2.96 (3) 2.96 (3) 160 (40)
B 3.19 (2) 3.19 (2) 320 (20)
C 3.85 (6) 3.80 (6)
C′ 3.97 (7)

a The VDEs were calculated at the OVGF/6-311+G(2df)//B3LYP/6-311+G* level of theory. The numbers in the parentheses indicate the pole strength,
which characterizes the validity of the one-electron detachment picture. The ground-state VDEs and ADEs evaluated at the B3LYP/6-311+G* level of
theory are 2.45 and 2.22 eV (C3V, LiAl 6

-); 2.35 and 2.27 eV (C2V, LiAl 6
-); 2.32 and 2.08 eV (C3V, NaAl6-); 2.27 and 2.21 eV (C2V, NaAl6-); 1.98 and 1.93

eV (C3V, KAl 6
-); 1.90 and 1.86 eV (C2V, KAl 6

-); 2.88 and 2.82 eV (C3V, CuAl6-); 2.81 and 2.67 eV (C2V, CuAl6-), respectively.b The numbers in the
parentheses represent the uncertainties in the last digits.c The VDEs in brackets were calculated at the OVGF/6-311+G(2df)//QCISD/6-311+G* level of
theory. The numbers in the parentheses indicate the pole strength, which characterizes the validity of the one-electron detachment picture.d Adiabatic electron
affinities of the corresponding neutral species.e Unresolved broad band.

Figure 1. Photoelectron spectra of LiAl6
- and NaAl6- at three photon

energies: 355 nm (3.496 eV), 266 nm (4.661 eV), and 193 nm (6.424 eV).

Figure 2. Photoelectron spectra of CuAl6
- and AuAl6- at three photon

energies.
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neutral LiAl6 species. Band A with a VDE of 2.70 eV also
showed fine features (Figure 1a), which were also likely due to
unresolved vibrational structures. This band has lower intensity
relative to the X band. At the higher binding energy side of the
355 nm spectrum, a well-resolved vibrational progression (band
B) with a spacing of 270 cm-1 was revealed. This band is the
sharpest among all of the four main bands observed for LiAl6

-,
indicating only a small geometry change from the anion to the
neutral upon detaching an electron from the corresponding MO.
The 0-0 transition defines an ADE of 3.07 eV for the B band,
which also represents the VDE.

An additional broad band C with a VDE of 3.58 eV and
discernible fine features was observed at 266 nm (Figure 1b).
The onset of the C feature is well-defined, from which an ADE
of 3.49 eV was measured. The 193 nm spectrum did not reveal
any intense new features. Yet some weak features (labeled as
D) were observed at the higher binding energy side. These weak
features were unlikely to be from one-electron transitions, but
rather they may come from contributions of multielectron
processes, as will be discussed below.

NaAl6-. The spectra of NaAl6
- (Figure 1d-f) are nearly

identical to those of LiAl6-. Four main features (X, A, B, and
C) were revealed for NaAl6

-, as in LiAl6-. The ground-state
feature X is again relatively broad, yielding an ADE of 2.28
eV and a VDE of 2.40 eV. Feature A with a VDE of about
2.55 eV is overlapped with band X and also exhibited a slightly
lower intensity. Feature B, with a VDE and an ADE of 2.97
eV, was again the sharpest among all of the observed features
similar to that of the LiAl6- spectra. However, no well-resolved
vibrational progression was observed for this band, in contrast
to that of LiAl6-. We suspect that the vibrational spacing for
this band is less than 200 cm-1. Band C appeared as a high
binding energy tail in the 355 nm spectrum, but it was well
defined in the 266 and 193 nm spectra with a VDE of around
3.46 eV. The onset of the C feature, which is also relatively
broad, defines an ADE of 3.36 eV. Weak features (labeled D)
were again observed at the higher binding energy side for
NaAl6- in the 193 nm data, as in the spectrum of LiAl6

-.

CuAl6
- and AuAl6

-. The PES data for CuAl6
- and AuAl6-

are shown in Figure 2. These PES data exhibited some similarity
in pattern to those for LiAl6- and NaAl6-, but there are also
marked differences. The X and A features of CuAl6

- were
heavily overlapped, whereas in the spectra of AuAl6

- these two
bands were well separated. In addition, the intensities of the X
and A bands appeared to be similar, in contrast to those of
LiAl 6

- or NaAl6-, where the X band exhibited clearly higher
intensity than the A band. We were able to estimate an ADE
for the X band of CuAl6- at 2.77 eV from the threshold. Yet
we can only give a range of VDEs for both the X and the A
bands as 2.80-2.95 eV (Table 1). The B band of CuAl6

- is
again sharp with a partially resolved vibrational progression
(average spacing 240 cm-1) at 355 nm (Figure 2a). However,
the C band was split into two well-separated features, labeled
as C and C′ in Figure 2b and c. Weak features (D) at high
binding energies were also observed in the 193 nm spectrum
of CuAl6-, which were again similar to those of the alkali-
Al 6

- data, but slightly stronger.

The 355 nm spectrum of AuAl6
- (Figure 2d) was most

interesting. The X and A bands were well resolved each with
discernible fine features due to vibrations. We were able to

estimate a vibrational frequency for the A band (160 cm-1).
The B band of AuAl6- gave a very well-resolved vibrational
progression with a surprisingly large spacing of 320 cm-1, the
highest among the four MAl6

- species. The C band of AuAl6
-

also contained two discernible components (C′), which were
not as well separated as that in the CuAl6

- spectra. The weak
D features in the 193 nm spectrum of AuAl6

- were similar to
those of CuAl6-.

The most striking spectral similarity among the four MAl6
-

species is the band B, which is almost identical in the spectra
of the four species except for their different vibrational spacing,
suggesting that the four species should have similar structures.
The trend of the vibrational frequencies observed for band B
along the MAl6 series is as follows: AuAl6 (320 cm-1) > LiAl 6

(270 cm-1) > CuAl6 (240 cm-1) > NaAl6 (<200 cm-1). This
observation will be valuable to the understanding of the bonding
trend along the MAl6 series. All of the observed VDEs, ADEs,
EAs, and vibrational frequencies for the CuAl6

- and AuAl6-

species are also collected in Table 1.

Theoretical Results

We found that the most stable structure for Al6
2- is theOh

octahedron, as shown in Figure 3. The trigonal prism structure
(D3h) is a first-order saddle point on the intramolecular rear-
rangement potential energy surface. Addition of a cation to the
Al6

2- dianion yields two minima: a global minimum structure
with the cation located on one face of the Al6

2- octahedron
(C3V, 1A1) and a local minimum with the cation coordinated to
one of the square faces of the Al6

2- trigonal prism (C2V, 1A1).
Optimized B3LYP/6-311+G* geometries for the MAl6-

(M+Al6
2-) (M ) Li, Na, K, Cu) species are shown in Figure 3.

Reoptimized geometries of the two lowest energy structures of
Al6

2- and LiAl6- at QCISD/6-311+G* are very close to those
at B3LYP/6-311+G*. The structure with the cation located on
one of the triangular faces of the trigonal prism was found to
be a saddle point. At the B3LYP/6-311+G* level of theory,
the C3V andC2V structures are very close in energy. Yet at our
highest CCSD(T)/6-311+G(2df) level of theory for all of the
MAl 6

- (M ) Li, Na, K, and Cu) species, we found that theC3V

(1A1) structure is the most stable with theC2V (1A1) structure
being 5.8-6.6 kcal/mol higher for M) Li, Na, K, and 4.3 kcal/
mol higher for M ) Cu, as given in Figure 3. Because these
two structures have close energies, we calculated ab initio
photoelectron spectra at the OVGF/6-311+G(2df) level of
theory for both, as given in Table 1. Surprisingly, we found an
excellent agreement between VDEs calculated at the OVGF/
6-311+G(2df) and B3LYP/6-311+G* levels of theory. Only
those VDEs accessible by the experiment are listed in Table 1;
those beyond 6.5 eV are not listed. A total of six detachment
channels were obtained for theC2V structures, whereas only four
were observed for theC3V ground-state structures due to the
degeneracy in two MOs (Table 1).

The ADEs represent the total energy differences between the
ground states of the anions and the neutrals. Because it would
be too expensive to calculate all of the neutral states, which are
all open-shell (doublet states), at the CCSD(T)/6-311+G(2df)
level of theory, we only calculated the ADEs at the B3LYP/
6-311+G* levels of theory, as given in the footnote of Table
1. Alternatively, the ADEs can be evaluated computationally
by subtracting an adiabatic correction calculated at the B3LYP/
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6-311+G* level of theory from the VDEs calculated at the
OVGF/6-311+G(2df) level of theory. By doing so we obtained
a set of ADEs: 2.24 eV (LiAl6-, C3V), 2.31 eV (LiAl6-, C2V),
2.07 eV (NaAl6-, C3V), 2.16 eV (NaAl6-, C2V), 1.95 eV (KAl6-,
C3V), 2.18 eV (KAl6-, C2V), 2.68 eV (CuAl6-, C3V), and 2.60
eV (CuAl6-, C2V). This set of values is consistent with those at
the B3LYP/6-311+G* levels of theory, but should be slightly
better.

Our prediction of the octahedral structure for the Al6
2-

dianion in the LiAl6- and KAl6- clusters does not agree with a
previous calculation using BPW91/LanL2DZ.12 However, our
obtained structure for NaAl6

- is consistent with a very recent
DFT work on the same species.23

Interpretation of the Photoelectron Spectra

In addition to energetic information, ab initio calculations of
VDEs using the OVGF method have been very helpful in the

assignments and interpretation of experimental PES spectra.24-31

This is particularly true for closed shell anions, which usually
yield relatively simple PES spectra because there is a one-to-
one correspondence between the occupied MOs and the
observed spectra (barring strong Jahn-Teller or spin-orbit
effects). Despite the relatively large size of the MAl6

- clusters,
they all yielded reasonably simple PES spectra, largely due to
their closed shell nature. From our ab initio calculations, we
found that the octahedron-Al6-derivedC3V structures were the
global minimum for all the MAl6- (M ) Li, Na, K, and Cu)
species, with theC2V prism-derived structure as a low-lying
isomer just a few kcal/mol higher in energy (Figure 3). The
pole strengths, which are a measure of the validity of the single
particle picture, for all of the calculated detachment channels
for the two isomers (given in the parentheses in Table 1) are
larger than 0.85, implying that the OVGF method is valid and
all of the electron detachment channels can be considered as
primarily one-electron processes.

Good agreement between the experimental and theoretical
PES spectra is important for us to verify the ground-state
structures of the anions. As we have shown previously,24-31

the lowest energy structures always yield the best agreement
with the experimental PES data. For the MAl4

- (M+Al4
2-)

clusters reported previously,30 we found that both the alkali-
and the coinage-metal-containing species have the same struc-
tures and bonding, although Cu+ was observed to have much
stronger interactions with the Al4

2- unit. In the MAl6- clusters,
we also observed similar PES spectra for the two systems
(Figures 1 and 2), and our theoretical data for the two classes
of MAl 6

- clusters are also similar (Figure 3). Again we observed
considerably stronger interactions between Cu+ and Al62- than
the alkali atoms, as reflected by the rather short Cu-Al bond
lengths in both theC3V and theC2V isomers (Figure 3).

We found that theC3V and C2V isomers both gave similar
PES data within the same binding energy ranges (Table 1).
However, closer examination revealed that the ab initio VDEs
of theC3V isomers are in better agreement with the experimental
data than those of theC2V isomer. In particular, the ab initio
VDE for the ground-state transition (X) of theC3V isomer is in
good agreement with the experimental VDE. The energy
difference between theC2V andC3V species is sufficiently large
(Figure 3), such that under the experimental conditions (room
temperature) theC2V isomers were not expected to be signifi-
cantly populated. Therefore, in the following we will interpret
the PES data on the basis of theC3V ground-state structures.

Photoelectron Spectra of LiAl 6
- and NaAl 6

-

The spectra of the two alkali-containing species are identical,
and they both will be assigned and discussed together. The 10
valence MOs for NaAl6- are shown in Figure 4. From our
OVGF calculations, only detachments from the first six valence
MOs were experimentally observed. The VDEs for the other
four valence MOs are much higher and are outside the highest
photon energy (6.424 eV) used in the current experiment.

Bands X and A.According to the ab initio calculations, the
HOMO is the doubly degenerate 3e orbital (Figure 4). Detach-
ment of a 3e electron from theC3V MAl 6

- would give rise to a
2E ground state for the neutral MAl6 clusters, which would be
expected to undergo Jahn-Teller distortion. The relatively broad
feature for the X band is consistent with this assignment. Our

Figure 3. Optimized structures of Al6
2- and MAl6- (M ) Li, Na, K, and

Cu) at the B3LYP/6-311+G* level of theory. The energies are calculated
at the CCSD(T)/6-311+G(2df) level of theory.
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calculated ADEs for LiAl6- and NaAl6- are 2.24 eV (C3V) and
2.07 eV (C3V), respectively, which are in reasonable agreement
with the experimental values: 2.43 and 2.28 eV, respectively.
Both the experimental and the theoretical VDEs are very close
to the respective ADEs, suggesting that the structural distortions
between the neutrals and anions are not very large. That is also
in agreement with our computational results for the anionic and
neutral species.

Detachment from HOMO-1 (4a1) corresponds to the A band.
The calculated VDE is very close to that of the 3e orbital for
both LiAl6- and NaAl6-, resulting in the overlapping and
congested spectra for the X and A bands. The stronger spectral
intensity for the X band relative to the A band is also consistent
with the degeneracy of the corresponding MOs.

Band B. The B band is due to detachment of an electron
from the 3a1 orbital (HOMO-2). This MO is highly unusual
and has most of its electron density in the center of the Al6

2-

octahedron. It corresponds to the combination of the radial p
orbital from each Al atom (Figure 4). The totally symmetric
breathing mode involving theOh Al6

2- framework would be
expected to be excited upon detachment from this MO. This is
almost in perfect agreement with the experimental observa-
tion: the B band is the only band with a simple vibrational
progression (Figure 1). Yet the vibrational spacing in the B band
of NaAl6- is too small for us to resolve a clean progression,
but discernible vibrational features were observed (Figure 1d).

Although the active mode should correspond to the totally
symmetric breathing mode of theOh Al6 framework, it is clear
that the alkali atom is significantly involved in this mode on
the basis of the rather different vibrational spacing in the B
bands of LiAl6- and NaAl6-.

Band C. This band corresponds to detachment from the
doubly degenerate 2e orbital (HOMO-3), which would again
be expected to induce a Jahn-Teller effect upon photodetach-
ment. This band is broad in the spectra of both LiAl6

- and
NaAl6-, consistent with a possible Jahn-Teller effect.

Feature D. Our ab initio calculations suggested that there
were no one-electron detachment channels between 4.5 and 7.7
eV for MAl6

-. Although the OVGF method was not expected
to be very reliable at the higher binding energy ranges (due to
multielectron processes), this prediction was in qualitative
agreement with our PES data, which showed that indeed there
are no strong PES features beyond 4 eV in the 193 nm spectra
(Figure 1). Thus, the very weak features (D) were likely due to
multielectron transitions.

Photoelectron Spectra of CuAl 6
- and AuAl 6

-

The valence MOs for the ground-state CuAl6
- species are

shown in Figure 5. These MOs are very similar to those of
NaAl6- (Figure 4), except that the ordering is slightly different.
The HOMO (5e) of CuAl6- is again doubly degenerate,
corresponding to the 3e HOMO of NaAl6

-. The HOMO-1 (5a1)

Figure 4. Molecular orbital pictures for the global minimumC3V structure of NaAl6-.
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of CuAl6- corresponds to the HOMO-2 (3a1) of NaAl6-, and
the HOMO-2 (4a1) of CuAl6- corresponds to the HOMO-1 (4a1)
of NaAl6-. The ordering of all of the other MOs is identical in
both systems. As we will see below, this difference in MO
ordering between NaAl6

- and CuAl6- is born out in the PES
spectra. Although no calculations were performed on AuAl6

-,
the similarity of its PES spectra to those of CuAl6

- suggests
that they should have similar structure and bonding and will be
discussed together.

Bands X and A. These two heavily overlapped bands of
CuAl6- should correspond to the detachment of the doubly
degenerate HOMO (5e), as a result of the Jahn-Teller splitting.
Clearly the Jahn-Teller effect is stronger in CuAl6

- as
compared to that in NaAl6

-. It is even stronger in AuAl6
-,

resulting in two well-separated bands (Figure 2d). The detach-
ment of the 3e HOMO of LiAl6- or NaAl6- only resulted in a
broad band (X, Figure 1). Therefore, the labeled bands X and
A in CuAl6- are quite different from the labeled bands X and
A in LiAl 6

- or NaAl6- because in the latter the A band
represents a different detachment channel. This spectral assign-
ment is in excellent agreement with the relative intensities of
the X and A bands in the two systems.

Band B. This band is similar in all four MAl6- systems. It is
the most outstanding feature in all of the PES spectra and
provides almost a “fingerprint” for the four MAl6

- species. In
CuAl6-, it corresponds to detachment from the 5a1 orbital, which
is the same MO that is responsible for the band B in LiAl6

- or

NaAl6-. The consistency between this feature and the MO in
all four systems provides the strongest support for our current
assignments, verifying the obtained ground-state structures for
these systems. As shown above for NaAl6

-, the detachment from
this unusual MO, which has most of its electron density in the
center of theOh Al6

2- framework, should activate the totally
symmetric breathing mode primarily of the Al6

2- unit. As
observed in the LiAl6- and NaAl6- species, the cation seems
also to be significantly involved in this mode because the
vibrational frequencies observed in the four systems are very
different. The higher vibrational frequency observed in CuAl6

-

suggests stronger interactions between Cu and Al, as is also
reflected in the M-Al distances in Figure 3. The most surprising
observation is the extremely high vibrational frequency (320
cm-1) in the AuAl6- system. This should be due to the strong
relativistic effects anticipated for any clusters involving Au.

Bands C and C′. Band C should be due to detachment from
HOMO-2 (4a1). This MO corresponds to the 4a1 HOMO-1 in
NaAl6- (Figure 4), but it is considerably stabilized in CuAl6

-.
This can be understood by a more careful examination of the
two MOs in NaAl6- and CuAl6-. In NaAl6- (Figure 4), the 4a1
MO represents an orbital with most of its electron density on
the outside of the Al6

2- framework. However, in CuAl6
- (Figure

5), the 4a1 orbital has significant density inside the Al6
2-

framework, representing a stronger bonding interaction between
the top and bottom part of the Al6

2- unit, leading to its
considerable dropping in energy. This is also consistent with

Figure 5. Molecular orbital pictures for the global minimumC3V structure of CuAl6-.
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the higher vibrational frequency observed for the Al6
2- breathing

mode in CuAl6 than in NaAl6.
The C′ band should be due to detachment of the 4e HOMO-3

(Figure 5). The broad feature of the C′ band is consistent with
the degeneracy of the 4e orbital due to the Jahn-Teller effect.
However, as compared to detachment from the 5e HOMO, the
Jahn-Teller effect is small, particularly, in AuAl6

-, where
detachment of the 5e HOMO resulted in two well-separated
bands (X and A), but the splitting from detachment of the 4e
orbital is barely observable.

Feature D. For both isomers of CuAl6
-, our ab initio

calculations showed that there are no one-electron detachment
channels between 4.5 and 7.7 eV, similar to the alkali-containing
MAl 6

- species. The high binding energy features observed in
the 193 nm spectra of CuAl6

- and AuAl6- were similar to those
observed in the spectra of LiAl6

- and NaAl6-, although they
seemed to be more intense. Similarly, we assign these features
to be due to multielectron transitions. Multielectron transitions
are due to electron correlation effects. The stronger signals
observed in the coinage-metal-containing species suggest that
they have stronger electron correlation effects relative to the
alkali-containing species.

Chemical Bonding in Al 6
2- and MAl 6

-

EA Trend. The EAs of the MAl6 species are similar and
span a narrow range from the lowest 2.28 eV for NaAl6 to the
highest 2.83 eV for AuAl6 (Table 1). On the other hand, the
EAs of the M atoms span a wide range: Na (0.55 eV)< Li
(0.62 eV)< Cu (1.24 eV)< Au (2.31 eV).56 The EA trends
show that the HOMO of the MAl6

- is derived mainly from Al,
and hence the electronic structure of all MAl6

- species resembles
largely that of pure Al62-. Otherwise, we may expect a large
increase in EA from LiAl6 to CuAl6 to AuAl6. This observation
is born out from the MO analyses, as shown clearly in Figures
4 and 5. Despite the relatively strong interactions between Cu
and Al, the valence MOs of CuAl6

- are largely dominated by
the Al6 framework, which can be effectively viewed as Al6

2-

interacting with Cu+.
Relationship between theOh Al6

2- and D3h Al6
2-. Thus,

the key to understanding the MAl6
- species is to understand

the bonding in Al62-. As shown in Figure 3, the two lowest
energy structures of MAl6

- are derived from theOh Al6
2- and

D3h Al6
2-. The latter is a saddle point 12.6 kcal/mol higher than

theOh global minimum. It is interesting to note that the Al-Al
bond length (2.72 Å) in theOh structure is very similar to the
Al-Al bond length in the triangular face of theD3h saddle point.
Therefore, theD3h structure can be viewed as a “transition state”
between twoOh structures along an internal rotation of two Al3

-

units. The 12.6 kcal/mol energy represents a relatively small
rotation barrier. In MAl6-, the D3h Al6

2- derived structures
become local minima with much smaller energy differences
from theOh-derived ground states. Thus, it is conceivable that
the barriers of the Al3

- internal rotation would be even smaller
in the MAl6- series.

Therefore, the structure and chemical bonding of the relatively
complex Al62- may be viewed effectively as the fusion of two
Al3

- units, which we previously showed is aromatic.36 This
fusion can be viewed as the stacking of two aromatic metal

clusters, and it would be extremely interesting to understand
how such fusion takes place at the molecular orbital level. This
understanding will help us to learn about possible stacking of
more aromatic Al3- units to form larger clusters, such as Al9

3-,
and ultimately about the possible formation of bulk solid
materials. In the following, we first analyze the bonding and
MOs of Al3-.36

Chemical Bonding and Aromaticity in Al 3
-. We previously

showed that Al3- is doubly aromatic (σ andπ) by comparing
MOs of Al3- and C3H3

+.36 The valence MOs of Al3
- are shown

in Figure 6a. The HOMO (2a1′) of Al3
- is formed from the

in-plane Al 3p orbitals, and it is aσ-bonding MO. The HOMO-1
(1a2′′) is a π-bonding orbital formed from the out-of-plane 3p
orbitals. The next three MOs (1e′ and 1a1′) are formed primarily
from the filled valence Al 3s orbitals with rather small
contributions from the Al 3p. When all bonding, nonbonding,
and antibonding MOs composed of the same atomic orbitals
(such as Al 3s in the current case) are occupied, the net bonding
effect is expected to be close to zero, and the MOs can be
viewed as lone pairs. The HOMO of C3H3

+ is a π-bonding
orbital formed from the out-of-plane C 2p orbitals.36 The next
six MOs are linear combinations of hybridized sp2 orbitals of
C and 1s orbitals of H. These MOs can be transformed by some
unitary transformation into three C-H σ-bonds and three C-C
σ-bonds, thus giving rise to the classical description of the C3H3

+

cation.

The surprising result from the comparison of the MOs of Al3
-

with C3H3
+ is the earlier appearance of theπ-MO (1a2′′) in

Al3
- before the pair ofσ-MOs (2e′) is occupied (Figure 6a).

The presence of the 1a2′′ π-MO in Al3
- is a violation of the

canonical MO order observed in the C3H3
+ cation. What is even

more surprising is that theπ-MO is even lower in energy than
the σ-bonding MO in Al3-. The presence of the delocalized
π-MO (1a2′′) satisfies the (4n + 2) aromaticity rule and renders
π-aromaticity in Al3-. However, Al3- also has a delocalized
σ-bond (2a1′) (Figure 6a), and that rendersσ-aromaticity in Al3-.
Thus, the Al3- anion should be considered as being bothσ-
andπ-aromatic.36

Chemical Bonding in Oh Al6
2-: Fusion of Two Aromatic

Al3
- Units. Valence MOs of the global minimumOh Al6

2- are
shown in Figure 6b. Comparing these MOs with those of NaAl6

-

and CuAl6- shows that they are rather similar except for
differences in the ordering. One can see that the lowest six MOs
(1a1g, 1a2u, 1eu, and 1eg) of Al6

2- are simply sums and
differences between the three lowest MOs (1a1′ and 1e′) of Al3

-,
and thus they represent linear combinations of the six 3s2 lone
pairs of Al. The next two MOs (2a1g and 3a1g) are sums of the
delocalizedσ (2a1′) and π (1a2′′) MOs of Al3-, and they are
responsible for bonding interactions between two Al3

- units as
well as within these groups. If, in Al6

2-, the MOs corresponding
to the differences between the 2a1′ and 1a2′′ MOs of Al3- were
also to be occupied (antibonding interactions between the two
Al3

- groups), the net bonding effect between the two Al3
- units

would be zero, and the formation of the octahedral Al6
2- unit

would not be possible. In such a case, one would have isolated
Al3

- units, for example, in a Na2Al6-type salt. However, instead
of filling up antibonding orbitals, in Al62- a sum of the lowest
unoccupied MOs of Al3- are occupied, as schematically shown
in Figure 7, providing additional bonding interactions between
the Al3- groups. From this analysis, it is clear that the preferred

(56) Rienstra-Kiracofe, J. C.; Tschumper, G. S.; Schaefer, H. F., III; Nandi, S.;
Ellison, G. B.Chem. ReV. 2002, 102, 231.
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occupation of the bonding MOs derived from the 2e′ LUMOs
of Al3

- causes the fusion of two Al3
- units into Al62- and gives

it structural stability.
Resonance Structures and Three-Dimensional Aromaticity

in Oh Al6
2-. The Al62- dianion, just like Al3-, is electron

deficient: there are only four bonding orbitals, but there are 12
Al-Al bonds in theOh structure. Thus, chemical bonding in
Al6

2- should be represented through the use of a resonance of
classical structures (with only two-center two-electron bonds).
Let us first consider the resonance structures of Al3

-, as shown
in Figure 8a. Al3- has only two bonding orbitals, so the overall
bond order for the three Al-Al bonds should be 0.66. In fact,
the bond order should be considered 0.33σ-bond and 0.33
π-bond because there is oneσ- and oneπ-bond in Al3-, as

shown in Figure 6a. A similar analysis for Al6
2- reveals that

there are 24 resonance structures, as illustrated in Figure 8b.
Every resonance structure has one double bond and two single
bonds. Averaging over the 24 structures gives us a bond order
of 0.33, because there are 12 Al-Al bonds with only four
bonding orbitals. These resonance structures provide an average
octahedral structure with all six Al atoms being equivalent.
Every resonance structure has threeσ-bonds and oneπ-bond
in agreement with the MO pictures in Figure 6b. Therefore,
the 0.33 bond order can be split into 0.25σ and 0.08π. Thus,
there is still bothσ- and π-aromaticity on every face of the
octahedron, that is, three-dimensional aromaticity.

Resonant Stabilization in Al3- and MAl 6
-. The presence

of aromaticity in Al3- and Al62- should manifest itself in

Figure 6. Molecular orbital pictures for (a) the aromatic Al3
- (D3h, 1A1′) and (b) the global minimum structure of Al6

2- (Oh, 1A1g).
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additional stability to these species due to the resonance energy.
The resonance energy in the current cases can be evaluated as
a difference between the actual atomization energy and the
atomization energy based on the resonance structure with
classical two-center two-electron bonds. Because Al6

2- is not
an electronically stable entity, we use NaAl6

- to evaluate the
resonance energies. We calculated the following dissociation
energies for Al3- and NaAl6- at the CCSD(T)/6-311+G(2df)
level of theory:

As one can see, the atomization energy (reaction 1) is unusually
high for Al3-, clearly showing extra stability of the anion. To
calculate the atomization energy of the classical structure, we
need to evaluate the AldAl double bond energy (see Figure

8a). We can evaluate an approximate value of the AldAl double
bond from the Al2 diatomic molecule: D0 ) 32 kcal/mol
[CCSD(T)/6-311+G(2df)]32 which is close to the experimental
value of 31 kcal/mol.57 The valence electronic configuration
for Al2 (1σg

21σu
22σg

11πu
1)57 shows that the first two MOs are

bonding and antibonding orbitals composed from Al 3s orbitals,
and the last two areσ-bonding (2σg) and π-bonding (1πu)
orbitals composed from the Al 2pz and 2px or y orbitals. Therefore,
if both bonding orbitals are occupied by a single electron, the
bond order in Al2 (3Πu) can be approximately taken to be one
(one-half from theσ-bond and one-half from theπ-bond). If
we double that (D0 ) 32 kcal/mol), we get an approximate value
of 64 kcal/mol for the AldAl double bond. We now can
calculate the resonance energy as a difference of the energy of
reaction 1 and the AldAl double bond. It was found to be 56
kcal/mol, clearly showing the significant contributions from the
σ- andπ-aromaticity to the stability of Al3-.

The resonance energy in NaAl6
- is more difficult to estimate

because of the presence of the sodium atom.32 If we assume
that the Na-Al bond energy in NaAl and the Na-Al bond
energy in NaAl6- are roughly the same, then we can evaluate
the resonance energy in NaAl6

- by subtracting one AldAl and
two Al-Al bonds32 (see resonance structures in Figure 8b) from
the dissociation energy of reaction 2. The resonance energy
calculated this way was found to be 216 kcal/mol. While this
is a crude evaluation, it is certainly an extremely high value,
and it will be very high regardless of the evaluation route one
uses. This high value shows that the resonance energy increases
with the degree of delocalization of the classical bonds. Thus,
our resonance structure approach is able to explain why we have
such high atomization energies in these aluminum clusters. More
importantly, we are able to relate the bonding in the electron-
deficient Al clusters to the classical two-center two-electron
bond language, which has been so successful in organic
chemistry.

Al6
2- and the Violation of Wade’s Rule. It should be

pointed out that Wade’s rules, which are usually used to explain
structures of metal clusters in inorganic chemistry,58,59 are not
applicable to Al62-. According to Wade’s rules, thecloso-
deltahedra ofn deltahedral atoms requires (2n + 2) skeletal
p-electrons. Thus, for an octahedron, Wade’s rules require 14
skeletal p-electrons. The Al6

2- dianion has only eight skeletal
p-electrons, and therefore it should not be octahedral according
to Wade’s rules. We, therefore, believe that our interpretation
of chemical bonding in Al62- based on the concept of aroma-
ticity and resonance is advantageous and that it may be
applicable to a variety of metal clusters. We plan to explore
this issue further in future works. It is hoped that advances of
the aromaticity concept into metal clusters will help develop a
unified view of chemical bonding in organic and inorganic
chemistry.

Conclusions

A combined photoelectron spectroscopic and ab initio study
is performed on a series of MAl6

- (M ) Li, Na, K, Cu, and
Au) clusters. Well-resolved PES spectra were obtained for
MAl 6

- (M ) Li, Na, Cu, and Au) at three photon energies (355,

(57) Fu, Z.; Lemire, G. W.; Bishea, G. A.; Morse, M. D.J. Chem. Phys. 1990,
90, 8420.

(58) Wade, K.AdV. Inorg. Chem. Radiochem.1976, 18, 1.
(59) Corbett, J. D.Angew. Chem., Int. Ed. 2000, 39, 670.

Figure 7. Schematic molecular orbitals showing the relationship between
the valence orbitals of Al6

2- and Al3-.

Figure 8. Resonance structures of (a) Al3
- and (b) Al62-.

Al 3
-(D3h,

1A1′) f 2Al(2P) + Al-(3P)
∆E ) 120 kcal/mol (1)

NaAl6
-(C3V,

1A1) f 4Al(2P) + Al-(3P) + NaAl(C∞V,
1Σ+)

∆E ) 334 kcal/mol (2)
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266, and 193 nm), yielding both vibrational and electronic
information about the MAl6 clusters. Ab initio energetics reveal
that Al62- possesses an octahedralOh structure as the ground
state. All of the MAl6- (M ) Li, Na, K, and Cu) species possess
a C3V ground-state structure derived from theOh Al6

2-, with a
C2V isomer only a few kcal/mol higher in energy. Careful
comparison between the PES spectra and the ab initio one-
electron detachment energies allows us to establish firmly that
the C3V structures are the ground state for the MAl6

- species.
A detailed MO analysis is conducted for theOh Al6

2- and the
C3V NaAl6-. We found that Al62- can be viewed as the fusion
of two aromatic Al3- units. In Al62-, the preferred occupation
of MOs derived from the sums of the 2e′ LUMO of Al 3

-, rather
than those derived from the differences between the 2a1′ and
2a2′′ MOs of Al3-, provides the critical bonding interactions in
Al6

2-. It is these bonding HOMOs (2eg) that cause the fusion
of two aromatic Al3- units into the Al62- species. We further

found that every face of the Al6
2- octahedron still possesses

bothπ- andσ-aromaticity, analogous to the triangular Al3
-, thus

rendering three-dimensionalπ- andσ-aromaticity for Al62- and
MAl 6

-.
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